
The whitepaper of ELECTRON  (ELC TOKEN) The push -   

ELECTRON started out not as a luxury to our founders to create new source of income but rather as a 
consequence of a long suffered victims of this systematic channel of suppressing the lesser haves of our 
society. The founders knew it could be altered but they always hesitated in believing that the existent 
centralized financial system could manage to solve the immensity of this problem. Thus, breeds the very 
thought of creating a new form of asset that could actually work to address the issue often overlooked 
by others.    

The process ahead would evolve itself to engineer around the echoes of this community of self 
motivated individuals with clear goals pushing them day in and day out to realize this objective. ELC 
TOKEN is just a simple way of reaching out to larger group of individuals battling this unfair and 
rudimentary financial structure crippling them (us) on a daily basis.     

The Vision-   

The vision of this community is as clear as the foundation, we are here to empower and resource the 

next generation of individuals desperate to break the chain of victimhood to the old dysfunctional and 

corrupted system. We also plan to collaborate with ventures holding similar values and purpose in 

coming days. We are equally excited to look for different ways to facilitate the token holders and make 

it a useful source of transaction across various crypto platforms and in real world too. Our own 

exchange platform –  Coming Soon 

 The idea of creating our own exchange platform became a natural succession to the project and 

unanimous among our team. Our token holders couldn't be more appreciative of this decision as they 

would benefit substantially given that ELC TOKEN will be the native coin in this exchange platform. The 

software enables the users to easily swap through cryptos and help us in forming a more dedicated and 

long term members to our community. The platform will be what we like to call a modern time "junto" 

costumed to assist us in our core goal. The above mentioned link will lead you to the site.  Our Crypto 

Bank – https://elctoken.com/   

We like to go home or go big, and thankfully we choose the later. CashinBid operates its own bank 
where the users will be able to make investments in our several packages designed to meet the needs of 
our people. It is simple to use and secure to purchase. Click the above link to head straight to the site. 
We are looking forward to see you there.   

   
ELC TOKEN/BNB –   

Our token was made using Binance blockchain as it resonates with our community and values. The 
humble beginnings and the lucrative service they are providing is undeniable and this pair is a union of 



common forces to emerge as strong statement to those underestimating the possibility of concrete 
change in the future.   

ELC TOKEN  is also available to exchange with BNB on pancake swap as of now.   

Our Next steps-   

The next few months are the crucial phase of the future of ELC TOKEN. These are the major steps down 
the road.   

• List our coin in coinmarketcap   
• Launch Airdrop Campaigns   
• Issue ICO    
• Grow our community   
• Add value to our project   

    

Final Thoughts:   

 ELECTRON , is indeed a project capable of outperforming its competitors , but this cannot happen solely 
with our effort, we need you and your loyal assistance and guidance to break through the bubble and 
mark our own existence in this populous crypto space. The future is exciting but it only gets better if we 
are together in this project from the beginning.    

Welcome on board to all!    

We are about to claim the future with ELC TOKEN!   

United we can realize the spirit of common hood and work our way up!    

   

   

Token Information - Token name:  

ELECTRON   

Token symbol: ELC TOKEN   

Max Supply    : 7000000000 ELC TOKEN   

Total Supply :  2800000000   

Token Type   :  BEP-20   

Contract        :  0x86d8020a0EBa41fE533a26591C74A65e50F31B61 



  

   

   

   

      


